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PREDICTION,OPTIMIZATION,AND LEARNING
IN REPEATED GAMES
BY JOHNH. NACHBAR1
Considera two-playerdiscountedrepeatedgame in which each playeroptimizeswith
respectto a priorbelief about his opponent'srepeatedgame strategy.One wouldlike to
arguethat if beliefs are cautious,then each player'sbest responsewill be in the support,
loosely speaking,of his opponent'sbelief and that, therefore,playerswill learn as the
game unfolds to predict the continuationpath of play. If this conjecturewere true, a
convergenceresultdue to Kalaiand Lehrerwouldimplythat the continuationpath of the
repeatedgamewouldasymptotically
resemblethat of a Nash equilibrium.One wouldthus
have constructeda theory in which Nash equilibriumbehavioris a necessarylong-run
consequenceof optimizationby cautiousplayers.This paper points out an obstacle to
such a theory.Looselyput, in manyrepeatedgames, if playersoptimizewith respect to
beliefs that satisfya diversityconditiontermed neutrality,then each playerwill choose a
strategythat his opponentwas certainwouldnot be played.
KEYWORDS:
Repeatedgames,rationallearning,Bayesianlearning.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Overview
A STANDARD
MOTIVATION
FORGAMETHEORY'S
emphasis on Nash equilibrium is

the conjecture that players will learn to play an equilibriumif they interact
repeatedly.This paper focuses on a particularmodel of learningby optimizing
players.In the model considered,two players engage in an infinitelyrepeated
discounted game of complete information. Each chooses a repeated game
strategythat is a best response to his priorbelief as to his opponent'srepeated
game strategy.Rather than assume that prior beliefs are in equilibrium,one
would like to argue that if beliefs are cautious then each playerwill choose a
strategythat is in the support,loosely speaking,of his opponent'sbelief and
that, therefore,playerswill learn as the game unfolds to predict the continuation path of play.If this conjecturewere true, a convergenceresult due to Kalai
and Lehrer(1993a),hereafterKL, would then implythat the continuationpath
of the repeatedgame would asymptoticallyresemblethat of a Nash equilibrium.
One would thus have constructeda theory in which Nash equilibriumbehavior
is a necessarylong-runconsequenceof optimizationby cautiousplayers.
1
Thisworkoriginatedin a conversationwith JeroenSwinkelswhile I was a visitorat The Center
for MathematicalStudies in Economicsand ManagementScience, NorthwesternUniversity.The
paperhas benefitedfrom the commentsand suggestionsof a numberof others, includingRichard
Boylan, Drew Fudenberg,Ehud Lehrer, David Levine, Bart Lipman,Wilhelm Neuefeind, Yaw
Nyarko,Bruce Petersen, SuzanneYee, Bill Zame, a co-editor,and two anonymousreferees. The
usual caveat applies.I would like to acknowledgefinancialsupportfrom the Center for Political
Economyat WashingtonUniversity.
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This paper points out an obstacle to such a theory.The source of difficultyis
that, in many repeated games, for any given strategyto be optimal,the player
must believe that certain opposing strategies are so unlikely that the player
could not learn to predict the path of play should one of those strategies,for
whateverreason,actuallybe selected.This poses no problemfor the existenceof
Nash equilibriumbut it makes it difficult,in the context of learningmodels, to
reconcile optimizationwith the intuitivenotion of cautiousbelief. Loosely put,
the paper'scentral result is that, in many repeated games, if players optimize
with respect to beliefs that satisfy a diversitycondition termed neutrality,then
each playerwill choose a strategythat his opponentwas certain would not be
played.
Subsection 1.2 offers a detailed, although still informal, discussion of the
paper's motivation, results, and underlyinglogic. Subsection 1.3 develops a
concrete example.Subsection1.4 comments on some related literature,KL in
particular.While the results of this paper do not contradictKL, the results do
suggest that the interpretationof KL and related papers requires care. The
formal exposition begins with Section 2, which covers basic definitions, and
concludeswith Section 3, which containsthe paper'sresults.
1.2. An InformalExposition
1.2.1. Prediction
Recall that in a repeatedgame, a (behavior)strategyis a functionfrom the set
of finite histories of the repeated game to the set of probabilitydistributions
over actionsin the stage game (the game being repeated).Thus,given a t-period
history h, a strategyo- tells player i to play ov(h) in period t + 1, where o-(h)
may be either a pure stage game action or a mixtureover actions.2A player's
priorbelief is a probabilitydistributionover his opponent'sstrategies.
A strategyimplicitlyencodes how a playerwill behave as he learns from his
opponent'spast actions. Likewise, a belief records how the player thinks his
opponent will behave as he (the opponent) learns. This paper will focus on
playerswho learnvia Bayesianupdatingof their priorbeliefs. The assumptionof
Bayesianlearningis satisfiedautomaticallyif playersoptimize.More precisely,if
a playeradheresto a strategythat is a best responseto his belief then, after any
t-periodhistory(other than one ruled out by the player'sbelief or by his own
strategy),the player's strategy in the continuationrepeated game starting in
period t + 1 will be a best responseto his date t + 1 posteriorbelief, derivedvia
Bayes'srule, over opposingcontinuationstrategies.
A player'sbelief as to his opponent'sstrategy,togetherwith knowledgeof his
own strategy,induces a probabilitydistributionover paths of play.A playerwill
2In this paper,the term "action"will alwaysrefer to the stage game while the term "strategy"
will alwaysrefer to the repeatedgame.
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be said to leam to predict the continuationpath of play if, as the game proceeds,

the distributionover continuationpaths inducedby the player'sposteriorbelief
grows close to the distributioninduced by the actual strategyprofile. Here, as
elsewhere, the reader is referred to the formal sections of this paper for a
precise definition.Note that if playersrandomizein the continuationgame, the
actual distributionover continuationpaths will be nondegenerate;prediction
means that players learn this distribution,not which deterministicpath will
ultimatelybe realized.
One might think that playerswill learn to predict the continuationpath of
play if each player'spriorbelief is cautiousin the sense of satisfyingsome form
of full supportassumption.But the set of possible strategies is so large that,
providedthe opposingplayer has at least two actions in the underlyingstage
game, there is no belief that would enable a player to learn to predict the
continuationpath of play for everypossibleopposingstrategy.3This observation
may seem counterintuitivesince, first, a best response always exists in a
discountedrepeatedgame and, second, a best responsehas the property,noted
above, that it is consistent with Bayesian learning. The explanation is that
learning in the sense of updatingone's prior need not imply that a player is
acquiringthe abilityto make accurateforecasts.Explicitexampleswhereplayers
learn but fail to predictcan be found in Blume and Easley (1995).
One response to this difficulty would be to abandon prediction as too
burdensomea requirementfor learningmodels. I will have somewhatmore to
say about this in Subsection1.4, in the context of the learningmodel knownas
fictitiousplay,but this paper primarilyconsidersan alternatepoint of view, one
implicitin KL, that predictioncannot be lightlyabandoned,that predictionmay
even be part of what one means by rationallearning.If one subscribesto this
viewpoint,then one must explain why the actual path of play happens to be
included in the proper subset of paths that players can learn to predict.
Moreover, since the ultimate goal is to explain equilibration in terms of
3 Informally,the intuitionis that, whereasthere are only countablymanyfinite historiesto serve
as data for a player'slearning,there are uncountablymanycontinuationstrategies.More formally,
note that if a playercan learn to predictthe continuationpath of playthen, in particular,the player
can learn to predict(the distributionover)playin the next period.Let a one-period-ahead
prediction
rulebe a functionthat, for each history,chooses a probabilitydistributionover the opponent'sstage
game actions.The probabilitydistributionis the rule's predictionfor the opponent'saction in the
next period. For any one-period-aheadprediction rule, whether or not derived via Bayesian
updating,there exists an opposingstrategythat does "the opposite."For example,supposethat in
the stage game the opponenthas two actions,Left and Right.For those repeatedgame historiesin
which the predictionrule forecasts "Left with probabilityp < 1/2" in the next period, let the
strategychoose "Leftwithprobability1."Conversely,for those historiesin whichthe predictionrule
forecasts"Left with probabilityp > 1/2" in the next period,let the strategychoose "Rightwith
probability1." This strategyis well-formed(in particular,it is a function from the set of finite
historiesof the repeatedgame to the set of probabilitydistributionsover stage game actions)and
againstthis strategythe predictionrule alwaysgets the probabilitywrongby at least 1/2. Since the
predictionrule was arbitrary,it follows that there is no one-period-aheadpredictionrule that is
asymptotically
accurateagainstall strategies.
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repeated interaction,one wants to explainpredictionwithout imposingequilibrium-likerestrictionson priorbeliefs.4
1.2.2. ConventionalStrategies
The approachproposedhere is to suppose that, associatedwith each player,
there is a subset of repeated game strategies.For want of a better term, I will
refer to such strategies as conventional.I will offer some possible examples
below. Playersare assumedto have a slight (e.g., lexicographic)preferencefor
conventionalstrategies. Thus, a player will choose a conventionalstrategy if
there is one that is a best response (in the standardsense of maximizingthe
expected present value of the player'sstage game payoffs).If no conventional
strategyis a best response,a playerwill optimizeby choosinga nonconventional
best response.For the moment,I put aside the possibilitythat playersmight be
constrainedto play conventionalstrategies.
Supposethat the followingpropertieshold whenevereach player'sbelief is, in
some appropriatesense, cautious.
-1. ConventionalPrediction.For any profile of conventional strategies, each
player,via Bayesianupdatingof his priorbelief, learns to predictthe continuation path of play.5
2. ConventionalOptimization.
For each playerthere is a conventionalstrategy
that is a best response.
Then, if beliefs are cautious, ConventionalOptimizationand the maintained
interpretationof conventionalityimply that each player, in choosing a best
response,will choose a conventionLal
strategy.Since both playersplay a conventional strategy,ConventionalPredictionimplies that each plAyerwill learn to
predict the continuationpath of play. Thus playersboth optimize and learn to
predictthe path of play and hence the KL convergencetheoremimpliesthat the
path of play will asymptoticallyresemblethat of a Nash equilibrium.
While ConventionalPredictionand ConventionalOptimizationhold trivially
if the productset of conventionalstrategiesconsists of a single repeated game
Nash equilibriumprofile,such a conventionalset assumes awaythe problemof
equilibration.To satisfy the objective of not imposingequilibrium-likerestrictions on priorbeliefs, one wantsbeliefs to be cautiousnot only in the sense that
beliefs satisfy some form of full supportconditionwith respect to the conven4 This is in contrastto the literatureon learningwithin(Bayesian)equilibrium;see Jordan(1991).
In that literature,unlike here, playershave incompleteinformationabout each other's payoffs,
whichmakeslearningnontrivialeven when equilibriumis assumed.
S Thus, each player learns to predict the path of play regardlessof which strategyhe selects.
Weakeningthe definitionof ConventionalPredictionwouldrequireconstructinga model in which
both a player'sstrategychoiceand the set of pathsof playthat he can predictare determinedjointly.
There is a dangerin such a model of inadvertentlyassumingawaythe problemof equilibration.In
any event, KL attemptsto finesse constructingsuch a model and I will attemptto do so as well.
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tional strategies but also in the sense that the conventionalstrategysets are
themselvesneutralwith respect to equilibration.
In this paper,neutralitywill mean that the map, call it I, that assignsproduct
sets of conventionalstrategies to games satisfies the followingproperties(the
formaldefinitionis in Section 3.1).
1. ! dependsonly on the stagegame's strategicform. In particular, ! ignores
both stage game payoffs and the discount factor. As I will discuss below, this
does not imply that player beliefsignore payoff information.One might argue
that I shouldtake into accountpayoffinformationat least in orderto rule out
nonrationalizablestrategies.Doing so would somewhatrestrictthe scope of the
paper'smain Theoremwithoutfundamentallychangingthe analysis.In manyof
the repeatedgames consideredbelow, includingall of the games based on 2 X 2
stage games, all strategiesare rationalizable.
2. 1 is symmetric.In particular, I satisfies player symmetryand action
symmetry.
(a) Playersymmetryspecifiesthat if both playershave the same action set in
the stage game then if some strategyo- is conventionalfor player 1, the strategy
o-' that is equivalentto o- from player2's perspectivemust be conventionalfor
player 2. In conjunctionwith property 3(b) of neutrality(see below), player
symmetryimpliesthat if playershave the same action set, their conventionalsets
will, in fact, be identical;see the Claimestablishedin the Proof of Proposition2.
(b) Action symmetryimplies that if two possible action sets for player i have
the same cardinalitythen, holdingthe opponent'saction set fixed,the associated
conventionalsets for player i are identicalup to a renamingof his stage game
actions.
3. 1 is invariantto simplechangesin strategy.If a strategyo- is conventional
for player i, then so is any strategyo-' that is identicalto 0r except that:
(a) o-' in effect translates o-'s action choices accordingto some function on
the set of player i's actions,or
(b) o-' in effect translatesinput histories accordingto some bijectionon the
set of action profiles.
Such strategychangesare simplein the sense that if o- can be representedas
a finite computerprogram,then a programfor o-' can be constructedmerelyby
addinga few lines of additionalcode to translateaction choices, input histories,
or both.6If invarianceis violated,then a playerwhose forecastsare persistently
wrongmay never notice that his opponent'sbehavioris consistentwith a simple
variationon one of the strategiesthat the playercould learn to predict.This sort
of thick-headednessruns counter to what one informallymeans by a player
being cautious.
6Similarly,if a can be representedby a finite automaton,as in Kalaiand Stanford(1988),then
an automatonfor o,f' can be constructedby straightforward
changesto the outputfunctionand the
transitionrules,leavingthe set of automatonstates unchanged.
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4. l is consistent.Considerany pair of stage game action sets, (A1, A2) and
(A'1,A' ), Ai cA'1, where A1 is the action set of player i. Consistencyrequires
the following.
(a) Supposethat strategyo- is conventionalfor player i when the action sets
are (A1, A2). Then o- extends to a strategyo-' that is conventionalwhen the
action sets are (A'1,A'2)

(b) Conversely,supposethat strategyo-' is conventionalfor playeri when the
action sets are (A'1,A'2)and supposefurtherthat o-' restrictsto a well-formed
strategy o- when the action sets are (A1, A2). Then o- is conventionalfor
(A1, A2).

5. ' permits pure strategies. More accurately,for each conventionalnonpure
strategy,there shouldbe at least one pure strategyin its supportthat is likewise
conventional.7If a conventional strategy is fully random (that is, after any
history, it assigns positive probabilityto each of the available stage game
actions),this propertymeans only that some pure strategyis conventional.One
motivationfor this is that a randomizingstrategyo- for player i is inherently
more complicatedthan some of the pure strategies in its support.Explicitly,
given o-, choose some (arbitrary)rankingfor player i's stage game actions and
considerthe pure strategys that, after any historyh, chooses the highestranked
action to which o-(h) gives positiveprobability.For example,if player i has only
two actions, Left and Right (ranked in that order), s chooses Left after any
history such that o- randomizes.For any standardnotion of complexity,o- is
more complicatedthan s. Indeed, o- uses s as a kind of pattern and adds to s
the additionalcomplicationof randomizationafter certainhistories.If one views
a conventionalstrategy set as being built up from less to more complicated
strategies then, for any conventionalrandomizingstrategylike o-, some pure
strategylike s should be conventionalas well.8

A productset of conventionalstrategiesis neutralif there is neutral map '
such that the productset is in the image of W.
Neutralityis a propertyof the conventionalsets ratherthan directlyof beliefs.
For example,as alreadynoted, the fact that W ignores payoffs does not imply
that each player'sbelief ignores payoffs. Similarly,playersmay have the same
conventionalset without their beliefs being identical.In fact, I requirenothing
of beliefs other than that players be able to learn to predict the path of play
when the strategyprofile is conventional.This propertycan be satisfiedeven if
beliefs are in many respects quite arbitrary.For example,if the set of conventional strategies is at most countable, then it follows from results in KL that
ConventionalPredictionwill hold providedonly that each player'sbelief assigns
7A pure strategys will be said to be in the supportof a strategya if, afteranyhistory,the action
chosen by s is also chosenwith positiveprobabilityby a.
8One might object that, while playersmight not deliberatelyfavor randomization,it may be
impossibleto execute pure strategiesbecause of "trembling."Thus, all conventionalstrategies
should be random.As will be discussedin Section 3, see in particularRemark3 and Remark8,
allowingfor slighttremblingdoes not materiallyaffect the argument.
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positiveprobabilityto each of his opponent'sconventionalstrategies,regardless
of exactlyhow probabilityis assigned.
The prototypicalexamplesof neutral,conventionalsets are those consistingof
strategiesthat satisfysome standardboundon complexity.Examplesof such sets
include the strategiesthat are memoryless(for example,strategiesof the form,
"in each period, play Left with probabilityp, Right with probability1 -p,
regardlessof the historyof date"),the strategiesthat rememberonly at most the
last r periods,and the strategiesthat can be representedas a finite flow chartor
program.It bears repeating that taking the conventionalset to consist of the
strategies that satisfy some complexitybound does not imply that players are
constrained to such strategies or that players are in any customary sense
boundedlyrational.Rather, the implicationis merely that playershave a slight
preferencefor strategiesthat are simple.
This paper takes the point of view that, while one might ask a learningtheory
based on optimizationand cautionto be robustto deviationfrom neutrality,the
theory should not requiresuch deviation.For example,it would be disturbingif
the theory required either player to view particular opposing strategies as
nonconventionaleven though those strategies were computationallysimple
variants of conventionalstrategies. To the extent that the theory requires a
deviationfrom neutrality,the theoryrequiressome degree of equilibrationprior
to the start of repeatedplay.
1.2.3. The Main Result

The central result of this paper is the followingTheorem, stated informally
here.
In discountedrepeated games based on stage games in which neither player
has a weaklydominantaction, if playersare sufficientlyimpatientthen for any
neutral conventionalset there is no belief for either player such that Conventional Predictionand ConventionalOptimizationboth hold. Moreover,for many
of these games, including repeated Matching Pennies, Rock/Scissors/Paper,
and Battle of the Sexes, the same conclusion holds for any level of player
patience.
As will be discussed in Remark 3 in Section 3.3, the Theorem is robust to
small deviationsfrom neutrality.
The Theorem states that, unless one is willing to violate neutrality,it is
impossiblein manygames to formulatea model of learningthat is closed in the
sense that ConventionalOptimizationand ConventionalPredictionboth hold
simultaneously.In particular,if the conventionalset is neutral and if Conventional Predictionholds,then each player,in the course of optimizing,will choose
a strategythat is not conventional.Player beliefs in such a model are naive:
each playerbelieves that the other plays a conventionalstrategyeven though,in
fact, neitherplaysa conventionalstrategy.Section 1.3 developsa simplelearning
model that exhibits this sort of naivete in a stark fashion. A somewhatmore
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sophisticatedexampleis providedby the learningmodel knownas fictitiousplay,
discussed in Section 1.4.2. In both examples, naivete can lead to a failure of
convergence,in any reasonable sense, to even approximateNash equilibrium
behavior.What this naivete means in general for convergenceto Nash equilibriumbehavioris not known.
The argumentunderlyingthe Theoremruns as follows.For games of the sort
described,for any pure strategys for player 1, there are strategiess' for player
2 such that, under any such profile (s, s'), player 1 gets a low payoff in every
period.For example,in repeatedMatchingPennies, if s' is a best responseto s,
then under the profile (s, s'), player 1 gets a payoff of -1 in each period,
whereashis minmaxpayoffis 0 per period.It follows that if s is a best response
to player l's belief, then it must be that player 1 is convincedthat player2 will
not choose s', so convincedthat, if player 1 chooses s, he cannot,via Bayesian
updating of his prior, learn to predict the continuationpath of play should
player2, for whateverreason, choose s'. The problemthat arises is that if s is
conventionalfor player 1, then neutralityimpliesthat at least one of the s'-type
strategieswill be conventionalfor player2. Hence, either ConventionalPrediction or ConventionalOptimizationmust fail.
It might seem that this argumentdependsin an essentialway on the fact that
s was taken to be pure. After all, a player can often avoid doing poorly (in
particular,earningless than his minmaxpayoff)by randomizing.But not doing
poorly is not the same thing as optimizing.In fact, the Theorem extends to
include conventionalstrategysets that contain randomizingstrategies.To see
this, note that if a nonpurestrategyis a best responseto some belief, then so is
everypure strategyin its support.9Supposethat ConventionalPredictionholds.
Since I have assumed that, for any conventionalnonpure strategy,some pure
strategyin its supportis also conventional,and since, by the above argument,no
conventionalpure strategyis optimal, it follows that no conventionalnonpure
strategycan be optimaleither.10
To make the Theorem somewhatmore concrete, consider any product conventional set consistingof strategiesthat satisfy a bound on complexity.Standard complexityboundsyield neutral conventionalsets that are at most countable. As noted in the discussion of neutrality, it follows that for any such
conventionalset there are beliefs for which ConventionalPredictionholds." To
be optimalwith respect to such beliefs, a strategymust be flexible enough to
make use of the player'spredictiveability.Such a strategywill necessarilybe
complicated.In fact, the Theorem implies that a player's best response will
9This fact, while standardfor finite games, is less obvious for discountedinfinitelyrepeated
games.The Appendixprovidesa proof.
10Itis naturalto ask whetherthis negativeresult could be overturnedif one allowedplayersto
have a strictpreferencefor randomizationin some circumstances.This questionwill not be pursued
here since it necessarilyrequiresdepartingfrom standardsubjectiveexpectedutilitytheory.
It is importantto understandthat prediction,not countability,is the centralissue. The same
argumentwouldcarryover to a complexityboundthat yields an uncountableset providedConventional Predictioncontinuedto hold.
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Any attempt to obtain
violate the complexitybound definingconventionality.12
Conventional Optimizationby adding more complicated strategies into the
conventional set is fruitless as long as neutrality is preserved:adding more
complicatedstrategiesjust makes the best response that much more complicated. The only way to obtain ConventionalOptimizationis to add in so many
strategies that ConventionalPrediction is lost. In particular,if one takes the
conventionalset to be the set of all strategies(which is uncountable),Conventional Optimizationholds, but, as argued above, ConventionalPredictionfails.

1.2.4. Extensions:Constrainedand BoundedlyRationalPlayers
Although the primaryfocus of this paper is on playerswho are rational,in
particular,on playerswho have unlimitedabilityto optimize,it is naturalto ask
whetherthe analysiswould change fundamentallyif playerswere constrainedin
some way.
Supposefirst that each player'scomputationalabilityis unrestrictedbut that
the rules of the repeatedgame are modifiedto requireeach playerto choose a
conventionalstrategy.For example, the conventionalset might consist of the
strategiesthat can be encoded as a finite list of instructions(a program)and the
rules of the game mightrequireplayersto submittheir strategiesin this form to
a referee, who then executes the strategieson behalf of the players.
Given that playersare constrained,the Theorem implies that playerswill be
unable to optimize (assuming that the conventional set is neutral and that
ConventionalPrediction holds). This is not necessarily a disaster, since one
might still hope to find conventional strategies that are approximatebest
responses.In order to applyconvergenceresults along the lines of those in KL,
the appropriateversion of approximateoptimization is what will be called
uniforme optimization:a strategyis e optimalif it is e optimal ex ante and if,
moreover,it induces an e optimal continuationstrategyin every continuation
game (moreprecisely,in everycontinuationgame that the playerbelieves can be
reachedwith positiveprobability).
If the conventionalset consists only of pure strategies, then the argument
sketched above extends immediatelyto uniform e optimization.Therefore,for
any neutral conventionalset, if ConventionalPrediction holds, then Conventional Uniform e Optimizationfails for e sufficientlysmall. This need not
preventa playerfrom choosinga strategythat is only ex ante e optimal.But, as
illustratedin Section 1.3, ex ante e optimizationper se may not be enough to
guaranteeconvergenceto approximateNash equilibriumplay.
12A potential source of confusion is that it is well known that many of the possible bounds on
complexity generate conventional sets with the property that, for any conventional strategy, there is
a conventional best response. There is no contradiction with the Theorem because this sort of
closure looks only at beliefs that are degenerate in the sense of assigning all mass to a single
strategy. A belief for which Conventional Prediction holds for a neutral conventional set is
intrinsically nondegenerate.
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If, on the other hand, the conventionalset containsnonpurestrategies,then
the argument sketched above does not extend. Section 3.4.1 will show that,
nevertheless,the firstpart of the Theorem,in whichplayersare impatient,does
extend for the benchmarkcase in which the conventionalset consists of the
strategiesthat can be representedas a finite program,even if the programhas
access to randomizers(coin tossers).
Finally,Section 3.4.2 containssome remarksaboutplayerswho are boundedly
rational,that is, playersfor whom deliberationis costly.
1.3. An Example

Considerthe game MatchingPennies, given by:
H

T

H

1, -1

-1,1

T

-1,1

1,9- 1

For any discount factor, the unique Nash equilibrium strategy profile for
repeated MatchingPennies calls for both playersto randomize50:50 in every
period,followingany history.
Suppose that the conventional set, X for either player, consists of three
strategies:randomize50:50, "H always,"denoted H, and "T always,"denoted
T. Thus, X = (50: 50, H, T}. Note that X x X is neutral.
Assume that each player'sbelief assigns probabilityone to the set X and
positive probabilityto each of the three elements of X. I do not require that
playerbeliefs be equal. It follows from results in KL that, for any such beliefs,
ConventionalPredictionholds. Thus, for example,if Player2 plays H, Player 1
will observea long initial stringof H's, hence Player l's posteriorwill gradually
favor the possibilitythat Player 2 is playing H, and so Player 1 will come to
predictthat Player2 will continue to play H in subsequentperiods.
Now consider ConventionalOptimization.Behavior under a best response
must respondto the informationlearned over the course of the repeatedgame.
In particular,if Player 1 learns to predict H, then Player 1 should start playing
H in everyperiod,while if Player1 leams to predict T, he shouldstartplayingT
in everyperiod.None of the three strategiesin X have this sort of flexibility.As
a consequence, Conventional Optimization fails: none of the conventional
strategiesis a best response to any belief that gives weight to every strategyin
X. If playersoptimize,playersmust, therefore, choose nonconventionalstrategies. This model thus exhibitsthe sort of naivete discussedin Section 1.2.3.
In this example,the players'naivete can lead to asymptoticbehaviorthat is
far fromthat of a Nash equilibrium.In particular,note that one optimalstrategy
for player1, arguablythe most obviousone, is to play H or T in the firstperiod
(the choice will depend on player l's prior belief) and then to switch permanently to H alwaysif player 2 played H in the first period, or to T alwaysif
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player 2 played T in the first period. A similar(but mirrorimage) strategyis
optimalfor player2. If the playersadopt such pure strategies,then from period
2 onward the continuation path will be either ((H, H), (H, H), .. . ),
((H, T), (H, T), ...

),

((T, H), (T, H), ... ), or ((T, T), (T, T), ... ), depending on

what happensin the firstperiod (whichin tum dependson playerbeliefs). None
of these paths resembles a likely realizationof the (random)Nash equilibrium
path of play."
Supposeinsteadthat, as was discussedin Section 1.2.4,playersare constrained
to choose from among the three strategies in L. For e low, none of the
conventional strategies is uniformly e optimal, again because none of the
conventionalstrategies exploits the fact that the player leams to predict the
path of play. If each playerchooses a strategythat is merely ex ante e optimal,
ratherthan uniformlye optimal,then each playerwill strictlyprefereither H or
T to 50:50, depending on his prior belief, unless his prior happens to put
exactlyequal weight on H or T. In the latter case, the playerwill be indifferent
between all three strategies.But, if both playersselect pure strategies,then the
path of playwill be one of the four discussedin the previousparagraph,none of
which resemblesa likely realizationof the Nash equilibriumpath of play.
As this paper'sTheoremindicates,the naivete illustratedabove is not limited
to Matching Pennies and in particular does not depend on the fact that
Matching Pennies has no pure strategy equilibrium.Consider, for example,
perturbingthe stage game to the following:
H

H 1|

TH

1,
-1

T

1|
1|

- 1,-

1

Once again, assume that each player'sbelief assignsprobabilityone to the set
= {50: 50, H, T} and positive probabilityto each of the three elements of X.
Then no element of X is a best response.If each playerdoes indeed optimize,
either fully or with respect to the constraintthat his strategybe in X, then the
possible continuation paths from period 2 onward include ((H, T), (H, T), ...)
and ((T, H), (T, H), ... ), neither of which is an equilibrium path.14

The conventional set X = {50: 50, H, T} used in the above examples is, of
course,extremelylimited.Section 1.4.2brieflydiscussesthe behaviorof fictitious
play, a more satisfactorylearningmodel in which X is taken to be the set of all
memorylessstrategies.
13

Withprobability1, a realizationof the equilibriumpathof playwill havethe propertythat each

of the four possible action profiles (H, H), (H, T), (T, H) and (T, T), appears with a population
frequency of 1/4.
14
In a coordination game such as this, one might expect the players to break out of repeated
miscoordination by finding some direct means of communication. While direct communication might
be descriptively realistic, appealing to such communication would violate the objective of trying to
explain equilibration solely through repeated play.
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1.4. Remarkson the Literature

1.4.1. On Kalai and Lehrer (1993a)

KL, together with its companionpaper, Kalai and Lehrer (1993b),does two
things.First,KL providesa conditionon beliefs that is sufficientto ensure that a
playerlearnsto predictthe path of play.The KL conditionis in the spiritof (but
is weakerthan) assumingthat each playerputs positivepriorprobabilityon the
actual strategychosen by his opponent.15Second, KL establishesthat if players
optimizeand learn to predictthe path of play, then the path of play asymptotically resemblesthat of a Nash equilibrium.16
While the KL sufficientconditionfor predictionis strong(fromthe discussion
in Section 1.2.1,any such conditionmust be strong),it has the attractivefeature
that it imposes essentially no restrictionon the player'sbelief over strategies
other than his opponent'sactualstrategy.It wouldthus seem that a construction
along the lines proposedabove, in which the KL sufficientconditionis satisfied
by means of a full supportassumptionwith respect to some set of conventional
strategies,ought to work. That this constructionfails stems from the fact that
the joint requirementof prediction and optimizationis far more burdensome
than the requirementof predictionalone. This complicatesthe interpretationof
KL and also of related paperssuch as Kalai and Lehrer(1995).
By way of examyple,consider again the case of MatchingPennies with the
conventionalset X = {50:50, H, T}. One would like to argue that the path of
playwill convergeto that of the uniqueNash equilibrium.The only conventional
strategyprofile for which this occurs is the one in which both players choose
50:50. Suppose then that both choose 50:50. The KL sufficient condition is
satisfiedprovidedonly that each playerassignspositiveprobabilityto the other
choosing 50:50. But 50:50 will not be optimal for a player unless the player
assigns zero,not just low, probabilityto both H and T.17In this example,50:50
15
The KL predictionresult generalizesan earliertheoremof Blackwelland Dubins(1962).For
sufficientconditionsthat are weakerthan the KLcondition,see Lehrerand Smorodinsky
(1994)and
Sandroni(1995).
16
The KL convergenceresult is intuitivebut, for discountfactorssufficientlyclose to 1, it is not
immediate.Even if playersaccuratelypredictthe continuationpathof play,theycan hold erroneous
beliefs about what would happen at informationsets off the path of play. KL, see also Kalai and
Lehrer (1993b), verifies that an equilibriumwith approximatelythe same path of play can be
constructedby alteringstrategiesso as to conformwithbeliefs at unreachedinformationsets. When
there are more than two players,there are additionalcomplications.See also Fudenbergand Levine
(1993). In the weak (pointwiseconvergence)topology,convergenceis to the path of a true Nash
equilibrium.In the strong(uniformconvergence)topology,KL showsconvergenceonly to the path
of an e-Nashequilibrium.See also Sandroni(1995).
17As discussed in Section 1.3, if player 1 assigns positive probabilityto every strategy in
= (50: 50, H, T) then no conventionalstrategyis optimal.If player1 assignsprobabilityp E (0, 1)
to 50:50 and probability1 -p to H, then player l's best responseis H, not 50:50. Similarlyif
player1 assignsprobabilityp to 50: 50 and probability1 -p to T, then playerl's best responseis T,
not 50:50.
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can be optimalfor both playersonly if beliefs are actuallyin equilibriumat the
start of repeatedplay.
1.4.2. FictitiousPlay and (Semi-) RationalLearning
For simplicity,I focus initially on stage games with two actions for each
player.
The classical fictitious play model of Brown (1951) can be shown to be
equivalentto a model in which each playeroptimizeswith respect to the belief
that this opponent is playing a memorylessstrategy,that is, a strategyof the
form "in any period, go Left with probabilityp, Right with probability1 -p,
regardlessof history,"with p, whichis constantacrossall periods,drawnfrom a
beta distribution.See, for example, Fudenbergand Levine (1996). The set of
memorylessbehaviorstrategies,viewed as the conventionalset, is neutral.One
can show that ConventionalPredictionholds (even though beliefs in this case
violate the KL sufficientcondition).Hence ConventionalOptimizationmust fail.
Thus, while players under fictitious play are rational in the sense that each
chooses a best response to his belief, the beliefs themselves are naive: each
player believes that his opponent adopts a memorylessstrategy even though
each, in fact, adopts a strategythat is historydependent.
Despite this naivete, there are many examples in which players under fictitious play do learn to predictthe continuationpath of play and hence play does
convergeto that of a Nash equilibrium.Moreover,even when predictionfails,
play may still exhibit Nash equilibrium-likebehavior. Consider, for example,
MatchingPennies. Under fictitiousplay,each playerin MatchingPennies leams
to believe that his opponent is randomizing50:50 even though the actual path
of play is typicallynonstochastic.Thus playersdo not leam to predictthe actual
path of play and the actual path does not converge,in the sense used here and
in KL, to the stochastic path generated by the unique Nash equilibriumof
repeated MatchingPennies. Nevertheless,both the empiricalmarginaland the
empiricaljoint frequency distributionsof play converge to that of the Nash
equilibriumof MatchingPennies. Thus, behaviorunder fictitiousplay is consistent with many (although not all) of the observableconsequences of players
leaming to play the Nash equilibriumof MatchingPennies.
Unfortunately,fictitious play is not always so well behaved. In 2 x 2 stage
games,while empiricalmarginalfrequencydistributionsof play alwaysconverge
to a Nash equilibriumof the stage game, the empiricaljoint frequencydistribution maybe inconsistentwith Nash equilibrium.This point has been emphasized
by Fudenbergand Kreps (1993), Jordan(1993), and Young (1993). Moreover,
there are robust examplesof stage games with more than two actions,or more
than two players,in which even the empiricalmarginalfrequencydistributions
fail to converge, a point originallymade by Shapley (1962); see also Jordan
(1993). What is perhaps more disturbingis that, in the examples in which
convergencefails, the path of play cycles in ways that are obviousto the outside
analystbut that the playersthemselvesfail to detect.
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These problemswith asymptoticbehaviorunder fictitiousplay stem from the
fact that playerbeliefs are naive. While the message of this paper is that some
degree of naivete maybe unavoidable,one mightstill hope to constructtheories
of (semi-) rational learning in which players are more sophisticatedthan in
fictitious play. For recent work along these general lines, see Fudenbergand
Levine (1995b),Fudenbergand Levine (1995a), Fudenbergand Levine (1996),
Aoyagi (1994), and Sonsino (1995). A feature of much of this literatureis that
players are modeled as using strategies that are intuitively sensible without
necessarilybeing best responses to well-formedprior beliefs. Justifyingthese
strategiesas optimalor near optimal may requireenrichingthe repeatedgame
model or deviatingfrom standarddecision theory,or both.

1.4.3. ProblemswithRationality
Binmore,in Binmore (1987) and elsewhere, has warned that the concept of
rationalityin game theoxymaybe vulnerableto problemsakin to the unsolvability of the HaltingProblem;see also Anderlini(1990).
FollowingBinmore,view a player in a one-shot game as choosing a decision
procedure,a function that, taking as input a description of the opponent's
decisionprocedure,chooses as output an action of the game. This formalismis
an attemptto capturethe idea that a player,in choosinghis action,predictshis
opponent'saction by thinkingthrough the game from his opponent'sperspective. Since a player is assumedto know his opponent'sdecision procedure,the
player can predict his opponent's action. The goal is to construct a decision
procedurethat, for any opposingdecisionprocedure,chooses an action that is a
best responseto the action chosen by the opponent'sdecisionprocedure.
It is not hard to see that no decision procedure is optimal for Matching
Pennies.18Perhapsmore surprisingly,there may be no optimal decision procedure even in games with equilibriain pure actions. The basic difficultyis that
there are so manypossible opposingdecision proceduresthat there may be no
decision procedure that optimizes with respect to them all. Canning (1992)
showsthat, for a large set of gameswith equilibriain pure actions,one can close
the decision problem by limiting players to domains (subsets) of decision
procedures.Here "close the decision problem"means that a player finds it
optimalto choose a decision procedurewithin the domainwheneverhis opponent's decision procedure is likewise within the domain. As Canning (1992)
emphasizes,the domains,while nontrivial,necessarilyembodyrules of equilibrium selection. In games with multipleequilibria,differentrules of equilibrium
selection give rise to differentdomains.
18
If players are constrained to play pure actions, the case originally considered in the literature,
then the existence of an optimal decision procedure would imply the existence of a pure action Nash
equilibrium, which is false. An argument similar to the one given in footnote 3 establishes that no
decision procedure can be optimal even if players can randomize.
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The overlap between this paper and the literature just sketched would appear
to be small. In this paper, neither player knows the other's decision procedure
(indeed, a player's decision procedure for choosing a strategy is not even
explicitly modeled), and neither player knows the other's repeated game strategy. Each player merely has a belief as to his opponent's strategy and one would
like to permit each player's belief to be inaccurate in the sense of assigning
considerable probability mass to strategies other than the one his opponent is
actually playing. But while neither player in the present model may have
accurate knowledge of his opponent ex ante, the insistence on prediction means
that players will have increasingly accurate knowledge as the game proceeds. If
the conventional set is neutral, asking for a conventional strategy that is optimal
when Conventional Prediction holds is akin to asking in Binmore's model for a
decision procedure that is optimal against all (or at least a large set of) opposing
decision procedures. Conversely, the domain restrictions discussed in Canning
(1992) are suggestive of the deviations from neutrality that would have to obtain
if Conventional Prediction and Conventional Optimization were to hold simultaneously.

2.

SOME BACKGROUND ON REPEATED GAMES

2.1. Basic Definitions
Consider a 2-player game G = (A1, A2, u1, u2), the stage game, consisting of,
for each player i, a finite action set Ai and a payoff function ui: A1 x A2 -S R.
The stage game is repeated infinitely often. After each period, each player is
informed of the action profile (al, a2) EA1 xA2 realized in that period. The set
of histories of length T, AT, is the T-fold Cartesian product of A1 XA2. A
contains the single abstract element h?, the null history. The set of all finite
histories is X= U T 2 oTe I will sometimes write ZA1, A2) to emphasize the
dependence of t on (A1, A2). An infinite history, that is, an infinite sequence of
action profiles, is called a path of play. The set of paths of play is denoted by Z.
The projection of a path of play z E.2' onto its period t coordinate is denoted
z,. The projection of z onto its first t coordinates, that is, the t-period initial
segment of z, is denoted i(z, t); note that i(z, t) Er'.
A (behavior) strategy for player i is a function o-: r*- A(Ai), where A(Ai) is
the set of probability mixtures over Ai. I will sometimes write vi to emphasize
that the strategy is associated with player i. Let Xi be the set of behavior
strategies of player i. I will sometimes write Xi(A1, A2) to emphasize the
dependence of Xi on (A1, A2). A pure strategy for player i is simply a behavior
strategy that takes values only on the vertices of A(Ai). Let Si c Xi be the set of
pure strategies for Player i.
Strategy ay* E Xi will be said to share the support of strategy a-E X iff, for any
history, h, if a*(h) assigns positive probability to action a E Ai, then so does
ao(h). In the case of a pure strategy, a* =s, I will say that s is in the support
of a.
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profilesin the repeatedgame. For
X1 X X2 denotes the set of behaviorstrategy
each t, a behaviorstrategyprofile(o-r, o-2) inducesa probabilitydistributionover
cylindersC(h), where h is a t-periodhistoryand C(h) is the set of paths of play
for which the t-periodinitial segment equals h. These distributionscan in turn
where -9 is
?2) over (Z,J),
be extendedin a naturalway to a distribution,
the smallest a-algebracontainingall the subsets formedby the cylinders;Kalai
and Lehrer(1993a)discussthis constructionin somewhatmore detail.
Fix a discountfactor 8 E [0,1). The payoff to player i in the repeatedgame is
then given by VK:Xl x X2 - R
V7(r,

o 2)

E

=

tUi(Zt))

where E,,( , denotes expectation with respect to the induced probability
A(al, 02),

2.2. Beliefs
Player l's ex ante subjectivebelief over player 2's behavior strategies is a
probabilitydistributionover X2. By Kuhn's Theorem (for the repeated game
version,see Aumann(1964)),any such distributionis equivalent(in terms of the
induced distributionover paths of play) to a behaviorstrategy,and vice versa.
Thus, following a notational trick introduced in KL, player l's belief about
player2 can be representedas a behaviorstrategya2 E X2; similarlyfor player
2's belief about Player 1. The profileof beliefs for both playersis then (o2, Co2).
(o,, a2l) is the profileconsistingof player l's behaviorstrategyand his belief
as to player 2's behavior strategy. The histories that player 1 believes are
> 0. Similardefinitionshold for
possible are histories h such that i.( ?7,)(C(h))
)
player 2.

Suppose that X2 C:X2 is at most countable (finite or infinite, although my
'
...
be an
notation will be for the infinite case). Let 21 229 023... *ff2nw
enumerationof X2. Say that belief a2l gives weightto all of X2 if there is a
of real numbers, with
..
strategy O 203X2 and a sequence ao, al,...
ao ? 0, an > 0 for all n > 1, and E= 0an = 1, such that
00

0T21= aoo-20 +

E

ano-2n.

n=1

Neither Oa20nor the sequence an need be unique.A similardefinitionholds for
player 2. The belief profile (o2l, ol2)gives weight to all of X1 x X2 if o21 gives
weight to all Of X2 and cr2 gives weight to all of X1.
2.3. ContinuationGames
A t-periodhistory h defines a continuationgame, the subgamebeginningat
period t + 1. Payoffsfor the continuationgame startingat date t + 1 are taken
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to be discountedto date t + 1, rather than back to date 1. In the continuation
game followingh, a strategyo-i induces a continuationstrategyoih via
oih(hW) = oi(h -h')

for any historyh', where h -h' denotes the concatenationof h and h'.
With this notation, a player'sposteriorbelief about his opponent'scontinuation strategy has a simple representation.If ,u(ty, )(C(h)) > 0 then, in the
continuationgame followingh, player l's posteriorbelief,calculatedin standard
Bayesianfashion,is o2'h;similarlyfor player 2.
Recalling that i(z, t) is the history giving the actions chosen in the first t
(zt), and O2(z t).
periods of the path of play z, we may write 0i.(z t),9
2.4. Prediction
Informally,if the chosen strategyprofileis pure, a playerwill be said to learn
to predict the continuationpath of play if, for any number of periods 1, no
matterhow large,and any degree of precision q, no matterhow small,there is a
time t far enough in the future such that, at any time after t, a playerpredicts
every continuationhistoryof length 1 or less with an error of no more than q.
The definitionbelow, in additionto providinga formal statement,extends this
idea to cases where one or both playersrandomize.
The following definition, taken from KL, provides a measure of closeness
between two strategyprofiles (and hence between the probabilitydistributions
over paths of play inducedby those profiles).
DEFINITON

1: Given strategy profiles

(01, 0o2)

and (o->, o2*), a real number

11>0, and an integer 1> 0, (o-l, o2) plays (ii, I)-like ( o-, o-2*)iff

I/(31,2)(C(h))

-

A(1 0,*)(C(h))I < q

for everyhistoryh of length 1 or less.
DEFINMION2: Let (0i,

o02)

be the strategy profile chosen by the players and

path of play
let o2- be player l's belief. Player 1 learnsto predictthe continuation
iff the followingconditionshold:
1
> 0 for any finite history h.
1. /(Lf1 2)(C(h)) > 0 =* A( 2)(C(h))
1
1> 0, and A(0'1 02) almost any path
0,
>
any
integer
2. For any real number
if
t > t(r, 1,z), then (or11f(z,), U2f(z,, t))
1,
that
of play z, there is a time t(rq, z) such
If
is pure, then I will write t(q, 1)
o2)
plays (q, 1)-like (orlw (z,), U21w(z,t)).
(o-1,
instead of t(rq,1,z).

The definitionfor player2 is similar.
REMARK1: This is weak learning, weak in the sense that the player is

requiredto make an accuratepredictiononly about finite continuationhistories,
not about the infinitetail of the game.
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and
(0r1, c2)
=*
>
for
0
>
0
,
u2)(E)
(o-l, o-2) satisfy the stronger requirement
A(r21 )(E)
satisfied
2
will
be
2
in
Definition
part
E,
then
all measurablesets of paths
automatically,and indeed player 1 will be able to make accurate predictions
even about the tail of the game. If this strengthenedversion of part 1 holds,
REMARK

then

/L(

2: KL shows that if, instead of (1) in Definition 2,

(r2)

is said to be absolutely continuous with respect to ,u(Oyl,i); this is

the KL sufficientconditionto which I alludedin Section 1.4.1.
An observationexploitedbelow is that a sufficient(but not necessary)condition for absolutecontinuityis that player l's belief satisfieswhat KL calls grain
of truth: r2l satisfiesgrainof truthiff o2-= ao2 + (1 - a)o-2, where o02 is player
2's true behavior strategy, o2- is some other behavior strategy for player 2

(which, by Kuhn'sTheorem, one may reinterpretas a probabilitydistribution
over behaviorstrategies),and a E [0,1). In the terminologyintroducedabove,
I-2jsatisfiesgrainof truth iff o-2jgives weight to {o02).

2.5. Optimization

As usual, 01 E X1 is an (ex ante) best responseto belief or2 E X2 iff for any
e
V(o-1,o-) 2 V( I-,o-). For learningmodels along the lines considered
E1
here, one wishes 01 to be not only ex ante optimalbut also dynamicallyoptimal
> 0 (any h that the
in the followingsense: for any h such that Au(<,
U,2,)(C(h))
playerbelieves will occurwith positiveprobability),one wishes the continuation
strategyulh to be a best responseto the continuationbelief co2h. If o-l satisfies
this dynamicoptimizationcondition,then write 01 E BR(of,21).For 8 > 0, 01 E
will (except
if 01 is an ex ante best response to o21.If 8 = 0, BRI(o-21)
BR1(o-21)
in trivialcases) be a proper subset of the set of ex ante best responses to u-2.
Henceforth,the term "best response"for player 1 will be understoodto refer to
an element of BR1(o-2).It is standardthat, for any 8 E [0,1), BR1(cr2j)#0.
Similardefinitionshold for player2.
The followingtechnicallemma extendsto discountedrepeatedgames a result
that is well known for finite games. As there does not appear to be a proof
readilyavailablein the literature,one is providedin the Appendix.
LEMMAS: If ol e BR1(o21)and ol e X1 shares the support of O'J,then
a* E BR1(ro2);similarlyfor Player2.

I will also be interested in approximatebest responses.Recall that 0i, is an
(ex ante) e-bestresponseto o2- iff, for any o-r,V(or1,o-2)+ e 2 V(o-r,o21).Even
when 8> 0, ex ante optimization is too weak an optimizationstandard for
learning models of the sort considered here. First, ex ante e optimization
imposesno restrictionon behaviorfar out in the repeatedgame. Second,ex ante
e optimizationmay impose little or no restrictionon behavioralong the actual
path of play, as opposed to the paths the player believed most likely to occur,
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even in the near or mediumterm. I addressthese problemsby strengtheningthe
ex ante e optimizationto what will be called uniform e optimization.19
DEFINITION 3: ai eX1
al

is a uniform e-best response to a21E 2 written

E BRf(o2l), iff, for every history h for which ta7

i2)(C(h)) >

0, oh

is an

e-best response to a2lh. Similarlyfor BR-(Cr2).

3. THE CONFLICTBETWEENPREDICTIONAND OPTIMIZATION
3.1. Conventionality
and Neutrality
Let X1c X1 denote the set of Player l's strategies that are, for want of a
better term, conventional.For motivation, see Section 1.2.2. Similarly,the
conventionalstrategies for Player 2 are X2C X2. The joint conventionalset is
X1 X X2. Restrict attention to conventionalsets that are not empty: Xi 0.
As discussedin Section 1.2.2,I wish to confine attentionto joint conventional
sets that are neutral.The definitionof neutrality,givenbelow,will be in termsof
a function ' that assigns joint conventional sets to repeated games. To
formalize the domain of I, begin by fixing a set A of finite action sets. I
interpretA as the universeof possible action sets. For any set K, let #K denote
the cardinalityof K. Assume that 0 OA (a playeralwayshas at least one action
in any game) and that, for any action sets A, A'I A, if #A < #A' then there is
an A* EA such that #A* = #A and A* cA'. Take A to be the same for both
players.Let G be the set of possible finite games using action sets drawnfrom
A and let X be the associatedpower set of the set of possible repeated game
strategies.
Let 'i: G x [0,1) -- X satisfy Wi(G,8) c Xi(A1,A2), where (A1, A2) are the
action sets of G. I interpretWi(G,8) as the conventionalset for player i in the
repeatedgame with stage game G and discountfactor 8. Assume Wi(G,8) # 0.
Let I!: G x [0,1) xX be defined by W(G, 8) = W1(G,8)x W2(G,8).
The followingconstructionswill be used in the formaldefinitionof neutrality.
First, for each i, let Ai, A'ieA be action sets with #Ai = #A'. I permit
Ai =A' as one possibility. Let X=ZA1, A), t' =(AA, A'2),X1= Xi(A, A),
and Xi'= Xi(A'2,A'2).For each i, let gi: Ai -A'i be any bijection.The bijections
gi induce bijections, gi: A(A )

--

f:

, and yi: Xi - li', defined as
follows. gi is defined by the propertythat, for any aciE A(Ai), for any ai EAi,
A(Ai)',

X'--

gi( ai) assignsthe same probabilityto gi(ai) that ai does to ai. I is definedby
the propertythat, for any T, for any h EXT, tb(h)E(= PT and, for any t < T, if
the t coordinate of h is (al,

a2),

then the t coordinate of t(h) is (g1(a1),

g2(a2)).

19Lehrerand Sorin(1994)introducesthe conceptof s-consistent
equilibrium,
based on the same
idea.
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(In the special case of the null history, (h0) = h.) yi is defined by, for any
rEEXi, for any h' s ',
'y(cr)(h') = gi(of(Q-l(h'))).

Informally,yi(cr) is the strategyin Xi' that is equivalentto CreXi once one
translates A(A ) into A(A') and

into k'.

"

Next, if A =A' for each i, then I will also consider,in additionto bijections
gi, functions g!: Ai -* Ai, possibly not 1-1, and associated functions
g: A(A ) - A(A ) and yif: Xi- Xi. gi? is defined by the property that, for any
ai E A(A ), for any at*eA1, the probabilityassignedby g?(a1) to at equalsthe
sum of the probabilitiesassignedby ai to all ai e g?-1(a*). yi? is defined by,
for any crE Xi, for any h Es,
yfNu)(h)

= g?(o(h)).

Informally,yi`(o-) is identicalto a except that, wheneveroa chooses a1, yif(o-)
chooses g ?(ad).
Finally,considerany A (A. Let {: A xA -+A xA be a bijectionon the set
of action profiles. Let *=K(A, A) and let X = X1(A,A) = X2(A,A). Then g
induces bijections t ;: Z
and y : X -- X, defined as follows. ) t is defined
by the propertythat, for any T, for any h EApT, b {(h) (foT and, for any t < T, if
the t coordinateof h is (a, a'), then the t coordinateof t ;(h) is {(a, a'). (In the
special case of the null history,b '(h0) = h?.) y is definedby the propertythat,
for each ore X, for each h' es,
'*

Syc(cr)(h') = c:r(bC-'(h')).
Informally,yc(cr) is identicalto ar except that, upon receivingthe historyh' as

input, y (o-) firsttranslatesh' into b C(h').
4: !: G x [0,1) -+ X X is neutral iff the following properties
DEFINMIION
are satisfied.
1. 3 depends on (G, 8) only throughthe strategicform of G. Explicitly,
consider any two stage games, G =(A1, A2,u1,u2) and G' = (A1,A2, u, u2),
'(G',8') for any 8,8'e[0,1).
with the same action sets. Then '(G,8)=
Xx
X
in
of 3: G X [0,1) XX X.
A
xA
write
3:
notation,
place
Abusing
Similarlyfor the coordinatefunctions 3P.
2. ! is symmetric.Explicitly,the followingpropertieshold.
(a) Playersymmetry.Consider any A eA and define {: A xA -A xA by
{(a, a') =(a', a). Then, for any a e !1(A,A), yc(or)eE!'2(A, A). Similarly,for
anyo-eE!'2(A, A), y (of) E 31(A, A).
(b) Actionsymmetry.For any A1, A'1,A2, A'2EA with #Ai = #A'i for each i,
A
for any bijectionsgi: Ai -A', for any oaE 3!i(A1,A2), y() E
3. 3 is invariantto simplechangesin strategy.Explicitly,the followingproper-

ties hold.

(a) For any A1,A2 eA, for any functions g P: Ai--Ai,
Wi(Aj, A2), yi?Nf)

E 1i(A1,

A2)

for any arE
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(b) For any A eA, for any bijection {: A xA -+A xA, for any oce
Wi(A,A), y'(or) E 'i(A, A).
4. 1 is consistent.Explicitly,for any A1, A2, A'1,A'2eA, Ai cA'i for each i,
the followingpropertieshold.
(a) For any o e 1i(A, A), there is a cr' e Ii(A', A'2) such that o-(h)=
o-'(h) for every h e(AA, A2)
A'2),if o '(h) e A(A ) for every h e(A1, A), then
(b) For any cr' e Wi(A'1,
is
othat o-(h) = o-'(h) for every h ec(AA, A2).
c
such
there a
Wi(A1,A2)
5. 1 permitspurestrategies.Explicitly,for any A1, A2 eA, if o cP i(A1, A2),
then there is a pure strategys in the supportof o such that s E Wi(AI,A2).
A joint conventionalset .1 X 22 will be called neutralif there is a neutral
map ! such that XI x X2 is in the image of W.
For the interpretationof, and motivationfor, these properties,see Section
1.2.2.
3.2. ConventionalPredictionand ConventionalOptimization
DEFINITION5: ConventionalPredictionholds for player 1 with belief cr21 iff,
for any (_-1, u2) E X1X X2, player 1 learns to predict the continuationpath of
play;similarlyfor player2.
DEFINITION6:

ConventionalOptimizationholds for player 1 with belief o'21 iff

BRI(o,21)n 11 * 0;

similarlyfor player2.
DEFINITION7: Given e > 0, ConventionalUniforme Optimizationholds for
player 1 with belief 0c21 iff

BR (or21)nf1 #0;

similarlyfor player2.
These propertieswere discussedin Section 1.2.2 and Section 1.2.4.
3.3. MainResults
Considerany action a1 EA1 and define
a2(al)

=

argmax max u1(a',a2) - u1(al, a2)1
a2eA2

al eA1

If the right-handside is not single-valued,arbitrarilypick one of the valuesto be
a2(a1). aI(a2) is defined similarly. Loosely, when player 2 chooses action d2(al),
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player 1 has maximal incentives not to play a1. a2(a1) does not necessarily
minimize player l's payoff from a1. That is, it is not necessarily true that
42(al) = argmin,2 E A2U1(al,

a2) =

argmax 2E

A2[-

ul(al, a2)]

DEFINInON 8: Given any pure strategy s e S1, let S2(s) denote the set of

pure strategiesfor player2 such that, for any s2 E S2(s2),if historyh is along the
= 1), then
path of play generatedby (s1, s2) (i.e. if L(SI,S2)(C(h))
s2(h)

= d2(sl(h)).

The definition of S1(s2) is similar.

Thus, viewed myopically (in terms of period-by-periodoptimization), s,
chooses the wrongaction in each period againstany pure strategys2 E S2(s1).
Let m1 be player l's minmaxvalue in the stage game:
Ml =

mmn

max

a2EA(A2) a1eA(Al)

[E(al, a2)U,(,,

1(a1,a),

is player l's expected payoff from the mixed action
where E(a, a2)ul(al,a)
profile (a1, a2). m2 for player2 is defined similarly.I will sometimesmake the
followingassumption.
M: For player 1,
AsSUMPTION
max ul(al,

a1eA 1

a2(a,))

<iml;

similarlyfor player2.
This assumptionis satisfiedin MatchingPennies, Rock/Scissors/Paper, Battle of the Sexes, and variouscoordinationgames.
A strategy cannot be optimal if a player can learn to predict that its
continuationwill be suboptimalin some continuationgame.As an applicationof
this principle,the next propositionrecords that, providedthere are no weakly
dominant actions in the stage game, a pure strategy s1 cannot be optimal if
player 1 can learn to predict the path of play generated by (S1, S2) for any
E S2. The hurdle to a result of this sort is that, even if the player learns to
predict the path of play, it can be difficult for a player to learn that he is
suboptimizingwith respect to his opponent's strategy.For example, a player
might think that the low payoffs he (correctly)projectsfor the near future are
simplythe price to be paid for the high payoffshe (erroneously)projectsfor the
more distant future. The first part of the propositionassumesawaythis sort of
problem by taking players to be effectively myopic. The second part of the
propositionallowsplayersto have any level of patience,but imposesAssumption
M. The proof is in the Appendix.
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PROPOSITION
1: Supposethat no actionfor player 1 is weaklydominantin the
stagegame G.
1. Thereis an -E> 0 and a 8 E (0,1] such that,for anypurestrategySI E S, and
any 52 E S2(S1) if player l's belief o2- allows player 1 to learn to predict the
continuationpath of play generatedby (S1,S2), then s, is not a uniform e-best
responseto o(2- for any E E [0, -E)and any 8 E [0, 8).
2. If, moreover,AssumptionM holds, then thereis an -E> 0 such that, for any
pure strategys, E S, and any 52 E S2(S1), if player l's belief o2I allowsplayer 1 to
learnto predictthe continuationpath of play generatedby (S1I2), thens, is not a
uniform e-best response to o(21 for any E E [0, -E)and any 8 E [0, 1).
Similarresultsholdfor player 2.
The next step in the argumentis to make the followingobservation,the proof
of which is in the Appendix.
PROPOSITION
2: Supposethat X1 x X2 is neutral.For anypure strategys5 E 1,
thereis a purestrategy52 E 12 such that, for any historyh (not just historiesalong
thepath of play),
s2(h) = 62(s,(h)).
In particular, X2 n S2(S1) # 0. A similar result holds for player 2.

I am now in a position to state and prove the paper'smain result.
THEOREM:
Let G be a stagegamein whichneitherplayerhas a weaklydominant
action.
1. There is a 8 E (0,1] such that, for any 8 E [0,8), for any neutraljoint
conventionalset X1x X2, there is no belief o21 such that both Conventional
Predictionand ConventionalOptimization
hold simultaneously
for player 1.
2. If, moreover,AssumptionM holds then, for any 8 E [0,1), for any neutral
joint conventionalset X1x 12, thereis no belief o2- such that both Conventional
Predictionand ConventionalOptimization
hold simultaneously
for player 1.
Similarresultsholdfor player 2.
PROOF:
For the proof of statement 1, choose 8 as in Proposition1. Suppose
that player 1 has beliefs 72Iand that, for these beliefs, ConventionalPrediction
holds for player1. Considerany o- E X1.By Property5 of neutrality(I permits
pure strategies),there is a pure strategys1 E-X with s, in the supportof 0i. By
Proposition 2, there is an S2- 2nS2(S1).
By Proposition 1, s, C BRI(o-2').
(Indeed, s, * BR-(of21)for e sufficientlysmall.) By Lemma S, o-l? BR1(o-2).
Since o1 and 0i were arbitrary,it followsby contrapositionthat Conventional
Optimizationis violated for player 1. The proof of statement 2 is almost
identical.
Q.E.D.
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For the interpretationof this result, see the Introduction,Section 1.2.3 in
particular.
REMARK3: The Theorem is robustto small deviationsfrom neutrality.More
explicitly,because the proof of Proposition1 relies on strictinequalities,one can
show that Proposition 1 extends to situations in which player 1 chooses a
(nonpure)strategy o-l in a small open neighborhoodof some pure strategys1
and player2 chooses a (nonpure)strategyo02 in a small open neighborhoodof
the strategys2 E X2(S1) where S2 iS definedby s2(h) = d2(s1(h)) for any h. Here,
"open" means in the sup norm (uniform convergence)topology.20Using the
extendedversionof Proposition1, one can then establishthat the conclusionof
the Theorem continues to hold even if the conclusion of Proposition2 holds
only approximately.
In particular,the Theorem is robust to relaxingProperty5 of neutralityto
allow for the possibility that conventional strategies necessarily tremble.A
trembled version of a pure strategy s, is a strategy 0l such that, after any
history h, o-1(h)chooses s1(h) with probability(1 - qh) and chooses some
mixtureover actions, where the mixturemight depend on h, with probability
qhe2l Let i =suphE=q.
For q small, 0l will be close to s in the sup norm
topology.It is straightforward
to show that if Property5 of neutralityis relaxed
to allow small trembles, then versions of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2
continue to hold and therefore the conclusion of the Theorem continues to
hold. Of course, if playersare constrainedto play strategiesthat tremble,then
one should demand only approximate,in particularuniform e, optimization
rather than full optimization.I will addressthis point in Remark 8 in Section
3.4.1.

A consequenceof the Theoremis the following.
PROPOSITION
3: Let G be a stagegame in which neitherplayerhas a weakly
dominantaction. SupposeX, X X2 is bothneutraland at most countable.
1. Thereis a 8 E (0, 1] such that, for any 8 E [0, b) and any beliefor2-thatgives
weightto all of X2, ConventionalOptimization
fails for player 1.
2. If, moreover,AssumetionM holds, then,for any 8 E [0, 1) and any beliefo-2
thatgives weightto all of X2, ConventionalOptimization
fails for player 1.
Similarresultsholdfor player 2.
PROOF:If players choose a strategy profile in XI x X2 then the belief of
either player satisfies grain of truth. It follows that ConventionalPrediction
holds for both players(see KL, Theorem 3). The result then follows from the
Theorem.
Q.E.D.
20 The metricfor this topologyis d(oi, vi') = suPhe1aI(h) oi(h)I, where 1111is the standard
Euclideannorm(viewqj(h) E A(AI)as an element of R#Ai).
21
This definitionof trembleis fairlygeneral;in particular,it allowsfor tremblesthat are not i.i.d.
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As an applicationof Proposition3, suppose that the Xi are defined by a
bound on strategiccomplexity.I will focus on boundsdefinedin terms of Turing
machines,which can be thoughof as computerswith unboundedmemory.I will
remarkbrieflybelow on other possible complexitybounds.
Say that a strategyis Tunrng
implementableif there is a Turingmachinethat
takes histories (encoded in machine readableform) as input and producesthe
name of an action as output.22The Turing implementablestrategies are precisely those that can be definedrecursively,where I use the term "recursive"in
its RecursiveFunction Theory sense. Equivalently,the Turing implementable
strategies are precisely those that can be defined by a finite flow chart or
program.The Church-TuringThesis, which is generally (although not quite
universally)acceptedwithin mathematics,asserts that recursivitycaptureswhat
one means by "computablein principle."The set of Turing implementable
strategies is thus the largest set of computable strategies. It is a natural
benchmarkfor a conventional set that is a large subset of the set of all
strategies.
Turing machines, as usually defined, are deterministicand so the Turing
implementable strategies are pure. (RandomizingTuring machines will be
consideredin Section3.4.1.)Let ST c Si be the set of pure strategiesfor playeri
that are Turing implementable.ST is countable.23Therefore,player l's belief
can give weight to all of S'. For computabilityreasons, I will assume that the
payofffunctionsui are rationalvaluedand that the discountfactor 8 is rational.
PROPOSITnON
4: Let G be a stagegame in which neitherplayerhas a weakly
dominantaction. SupposeX1X X2 = S 2fX S2
1. Thereis a 8 E (0, 1] and an E > 0 such that, for any rational8 e [0, 8), any
E E [0, E), and any beliefq2' thatgivesweightto all of ST, ConventionalUniforme
Optimization
fails for player 1.
2. If, moreover,AssumptionM holds, thenthereis an e > 0 such that, for any
rational8 e [0,1), any e e [0, i), and any belief ao thatgives weightto all of ST,
ConventionalUniformE Optimization
fails for player 1.
Similarresultsholdfor player 2.

PROOF:The result for optimization,rather than uniform e optimization,
followsfromProposition3 providedST x ST is neutral.Verificationof the latter
is straightforwardand is omitted. The extension to uniform E optimizationis
immediateonce one notes that Proposition1 is stated for uniform e optimiza22Amoreformaltreatmentof Turingimplementability
for repeatedgamestrategiescan be found
in, for example,Nachbarand Zame (1996). For general referenceon Turingmachinesand other
topics in computability,see Cutland(1980)or Odifreddi(1987).
23Ay Turingmachine has a finite description,hence there are only a countablenumberof
Turingmachines,hence only a countablenumberof strategiesare Turingimplementable.
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tion and that, therefore, the proof of the Theorem extends to uniform E
optimizationprovidedX1c Si (conventionalstrategiesare pure).
Q.E.D.
REMARK
4: Althoughstated for Turingimplementablestrategies,Proposition
4 holds for any standardbound on complexity:any standardcomplexitybound
generatesa joint conventionalset that is (1) neutral and (2) at most countable.
Hence Proposition3 implies that, for conventionalsets definedby any standard
complexitybound, if player 1 has beliefs that give weight to all of player 2's
conventionalstrategies,player 1 has no conventionalbest responseor even, for
E small, uniform E-bestresponse. In this sense, player l's best response will
alwaysbe more complicatedthan the strategiesthat are conventionalfor player
2.
REMARK
5: For intuitionfor Proposition4, considerthe following.Say that a
belief o2j that gives weight to all of X2C S2j iS Turing
computable
if there is a
Turingmachinethat generatesthe belief in the form of an enumerationof pairs
of probabilities and Turing machine descriptions,which I will refer to as
programs,with each strategyin X2 implementedby at least one programin the
enumeration.If beliefs are Turingcomputablethen, for any 6 > 0, there exists a
Turing machine implementinga uniform E-best response. Indeed, one can
constructa Turingmachinethat, after any history,computesa finite approximation to the correctposteriorbelief, then computesa best responsewith respect
to that approximateposterior for some large truncationof the continuation
game. Because of discounting,this best response in the truncationwill be an
approximatebest response in the full continuation.One can show, althoughI
will not do so here, that all the calculationsrequiredare well withinthe scope of
a Turingmachine.
The problemthat arises in Proposition4 is that a belief that gives weight to
all of X2 = S2T is not Turing computablebecause there is no Turing machine
that will enumerate a list of strategyprogramssuch that every Turing implementablestrategyis implementedby at least one programon the list. This is so
even thoughthe set of Turingimplementablestrategiesis countable.The proof,
which I omit, is a variation on the diagonalizationargumentused in Turing
(1936) to show that the set of recursivefunctionsis not recursivelyenumerable.
Since beliefs that give weightto all of S2T are not Turingcomputable,a Turing
machinehas no way to update beliefs properly,even approximately,after some
histories.As a result, the method given above for constructinga uniform 6-best
response does not apply.Proposition4 verifiesthat, for 6 sufficientlysmall, no
uniform E-bestresponsecan be implementedby a Turingmachine.Anotherway
to view the same point is to recognizethat, by Kuhn'sTheorem,havinga belief
that is not Turing computableis equivalent to facing an opponent playing a
strategythat is not Turingimplementable.It shouldnot be surprisingthat, if the
opposing strategy is not Turing implementable,one may not have a Turing
implementablebest response or even, for E small, uniform E-bestresponse.
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3.4. Extensions

3.4.1. Constrained
RationalPlayers
The analysisthus far has implicitlymaintainedthe hypothesisthat playersare
free to choose nonconventionalstrategiesin orderto optimize.If insteadplayers
are constrainedto playconventionalstrategies(see Section 1.2.4for motivation),
then the Theorem implies that, so long as Conventional Prediction holds,
neither player will be able to optimize. One might hope that, despite the
constraint,playerscould at least uniformlyE optimize.If this were true then a
small modificationof the argumentin KL would implyasymptoticconvergence
to approximateNash equilibriumplay.
Proposition4 has alreadyexploitedthe fact that if all conventionalstrategies
are pure, then the Theorem's proof, and hence the Theorem itself, extends
immediatelyto cover uniform E optimization.Thus, for E small, so long as
ConventionalPredictionholds, the constraintpreventsthe playersfrom choosing strategiesthat are uniformlyE optimal.This does not, of course, preventa
playerfrom choosing a strategythat is ex ante E optimal.But, as illustratedin
Section 1.3, ex ante E optimizationper se may not be enough to guarantee
convergenceto Nash equilibriumplay.
If, on the other hand, the conventionalset contains nonpurestrategies,then
the proof of the Theorem does not extend. The difficultyis that Lemma S is
false for uniform E optimization:even if a strategyof is uniformlyE optimal,
some of the pure strategiesin its supportmay not be. Despite this problem,if
playersare sufficientlymyopic,then the conclusionof the Theoremdoes extend
for conventional sets consisting of the Turing implementablestrategies, the
benchmarkcase covered in Proposition4, even if one modifiesthe definitionof
Turingmachineto permit access to randomizationdevices(coin tossers).24
Let Xi/ denote the set of strategiesfor playeri that can be implementedby a
randomizingTuringmachine.The proof of the followingpropositioncontainsa
brief descriptionof how randomizingTuringmachines are constructed.Under
that construction,XT is countable.Hence playerl's belief can give weightto all
of XT
The proof is in the Appendix.
PROPOSITION5: Let G be a stagegame in which neitherplayerhas a weakly
dominantstrategy.Thereis a 6 E [0, 1) and an - > 0 such that, for any rational
8 e [0,8), any 6e [0,- ), and any belief o2 that gives weight to all of XT,
ConventionalUniformE Optimization
fails for player 1. A similarresultholdsfor
player 2.
24A randomizationdevice is distinct from the softwareused by actual computersto generate
pseudo randomnumbers.Since sufficientlycomplicatedTuringmachinesare capable of pseudo
randomization,Proposition4 alreadyencompassespseudo randomizingstrategies.
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REMARK6: The proof relies on the fact that S'j is sufficiently rich in
strategies that, for any oa E X[, there is a strategy s'2 E S2T that is close, in the
sup normtopology,to a strategys2 E S2, where s2 is such that, after any history,

the mixture of actions chosen by ao is maximallysuboptimal(s2 is thus an
element of S2(o), where the latter is definedin the obviousway).The proof of
Proposition5 extendsto any subsetsof Turingimplementablestrategiesthat are
neutraland rich in the above sense. For example,it extendsto conventionalsets
formed by the strategies that are implementableby finite automata(roughly,
computerswith finite memory).
REMARK
7: It is not knownto what degree Proposition5 extends to players
who are patient (8 is high), althoughit does extend for some nongenericstage
games, such as MatchingPennies.
REMARK
8: Although,as alreadynoted, the proof used for the Theoremdoes
not generally extend to uniform E optimizationif conventional sets contain
nonpurestrategies,the proof does extend in specialcases. In particular,suppose
that the joint conventionalset X1x X2 is a trembledversion of a pure neutral
joint set S1 x S2; see Remark3. Since strategiesin X1are close, in the sup norm
topology,to strategiesin Si, and since the Theorem does extend for S, x S2, a
versionof the Theoremextendsfor X1x X2. Somewhatmore precisely,one can
show that there is an - > 0 such that, if ConventionalPredictionholds, then
Conventional Uniform E Optimization fails for any e [0,- ), provided 4 is

sufficientlysmall (recall from Remark3 that 4 is the maximaltremble).
3.4.2. BoundedlyRationalPlayers

A boundedlyrationalplayer is one for whom deliberationis costly. There is,
unfortunately,no consensusas to how boundedrationalityshouldbe modeled.I
will assume that a boundedrationalplayeris essentiallya Turingmachine,and
that it is this Turingmachinethat formulatesa belief that fashions a response.
If a player is a Turingmachine,then his belief will (almost by definition)be
computable.As noted in Remark5, this impliesthat each playerwill be able to
uniformlyE optimize. As also noted in Remark 5, since a player's belief is
computable, the belief cannot give weight to all of his opponent's Turing
implementablestrategies.For example,the belief mightassignpositiveprobability only to opposing strategies that are implementableby a finite automaton.
Define the conventional set for player i to be the strategies to which his
opponentassignspositiveprobability.
If the joint conventionalset is neutral,then a variantof Proposition4 (or, if
randomizationis permitted, of Proposition5, provided conventionalsets are
sufficientlyrich in the sense discussedin Remark6) tells us that, for 6 small,
playerswill choose nonconventional(but still Turingimplementable)strategies
in order to uniformlyE optimize.
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If, on the other hand,boundedrationalityimpliesthat neutralityfails, then it
is possible for Conventional Uniform E Optimization to hold even for E
arbitrarilysmall. One might thus be in the ironic position of being able to
constructa theory of rationallearningalong the lines proposedwhen, but only
when, playersare only boundedlyrational.But a failure of neutrality,in and of
itself, does not assure ConventionalUniform E Optimization.For Conventional
Uniform E Optimization,neutralitymust fail the right away,excludingcertain
strategiesbut not others. Exactlywhich strategieswill depend on the game. It is
not clearwhyboundedrationalitywouldimplythat neutralitywouldfail in a way
that facilitatesConventionalUniform e Optimizationratherthan impedes it.
Dept. of Economics,CampusBox 1208, WashingtonUniversity,One Brookings
Drive,St. Louis,MO 63130-4899,U.S.A.
Manuscript
receivedMay,1996.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF LEMMA S: Let
share the supportof
and suppose
Endow
a*
a* eBR1(a2').
with the product(pointwiseconvergence)
of strategies alkk 2i
topology.25Consider
any sequence
a,
XI
such that (a) a1k convergesto a* in the producttopology,(b) for any k, a0k sharesthe supportof
a,, and (c) for any k, alk agreeswith a, exceptfor at most a finitenumberof histories.26Because
-* is not a best response,and because V1 is continuousin the producttopology,there is a k such
that a1k e BR1(a2l).Because a1k sharesthe supportof aO, and because a1k agreeswith a, except
for at most a finitenumberof histories,one can showthat there is an a E (0,1] and a a' EeX1 such
that al = aoUk + (1-a)a '. Chooseany a' E BR1(o2l).Then, since a1ki BR,(a2l) and since a > 0,

Vl(al,

a2l)

= Vl(C'alk

+

(1

-a)al?,

a2l)

< Vl(aal'+

(1

-

0al?,

a2l).

It followsthat a, e BRi(a2l).The proof then followsby contraposition.27
25Since the set of finite histories is countablyinfinite, 21 can be viewed as the productset
A(A1), where A(A1) is viewed as the unit simplex in R#*A. Endow A(A1) with the standard
Euclideantopologyand endowA(A1l) with the producttopology.
26 In particular,one can constructsuch a sequence by enumeratingthe finite historiesand, for
each k, defining alk(h) to equal a,*(h) for each of the first k histories, and to equal al(h)
otherwise.
27The proofexploitsthe continuityof
VI,whichfollowsfromthe fact that repeatedgamepayoffs
are evaluatedas a present value. If payoffswere instead evaluatedby limit of means, continuity
wouldfail and the Lemmawouldbe false. For example,considerthe two-playerstage gamein which
player2 has only one action and player 1 has two actions,Left, yielding0, and Right,yielding 1.
Under limit of means, it is a best response (to his only possible belief) for player 1 to play the
strategy"followingany historyof length t, play Left with probability2', Right with probability
1 - 2-'." Under this strategy,player1 playsLeft with positiveprobabilityin everyperiod.Thus the
pure strategy"playLeft always"is in the supportof this behaviorstrategyeven thoughthis pure
strategyis not a best response.
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION1:

Let

wl(al) = max ul(a' ,&2(a1))- u(al,
al cA 1

2(al)).

wl(al) ? 0. Moreover,wl(al) = 0 iff a, is dominant(weaklyor strictly).Since, by assumption,no
actionis weaklydominant,wl(al) > 0 for all al. Let
=

min wl(al) > 0.
al eAl

Let
u = max
a1eA1

max ul(al,a2),

a2,EA2

u1 = min min ul(al, a2).
aleA1

a2 eA2

Since no strategyis weaklydominant,i1 > u
To prove the first part of the proposition,choose 8 sufficientlysmall that, under uniform c
optimization,player1 acts to maximizehis currentperiod payoff(i.e. he is effectivelymyopic).In
particular,it will turn out that the argumentbelow goes throughfor 6 > 0 and 8 E (0,11such that,
for any E E [0,-)

and any 8 E [0, 3),

E < Wi-

,a [U1

_1]-

Note that such - and 8 do exist.
Consider any pure strategy s, E S1 and any S2 e S2(s1). Temporarily fix q Ee(0,1). Suppose that

player1 learnsto predictthe continuationpath of play.Then, for any continuationgame beginning
at time t + 1, t > t(q, 1) (that is, 1= 1), player 1 assignssome probability(1 - q') > (1 - q) to the
actual action chosen by player2 at date t + 1. For specificity,supposethat at date t + 1, player 1
chooses action a* while player2 chooses action a*. Discountingpayoffsto date t + 1, player l's
expected payoff in the continuation game is then at most

8

(1 - 7q')ui(a*, a2*)+ 77'U1+ 1
-

U1ii.

If player 1 were instead to choose an action a1 in period t + 1 to maximizeul(al, a*), his
expected payoff in the continuation game would be at least

(1 -

') max

u1(al, a*) + f'uj +

-

u.

Thus,uniform E optimizationrequires

~~~~~~~~~8

8

+

(1 - i7f)ui(a*, a*) + q'Fij + 1-_8Z1 2 (1 - 71) max ul(al, a*) + i1w_u+ 1 8-ul

or
E+

71'Fi U-

u1)

2Wwi

1-8
_

where I have used the fact that, since

S2

Pia

_1]

E S2(s1), maxa. s

Al u1(a1, a*)

-

U1(a*, a*) = w1(a*)

2 w1.

By the constructionof 8 and 8, there is an i1 sufficientlysmallsuch that this inequalitycannothold
for any E E [0, 8) and 8 E [0, 3). This establishes the first part of the proposition.
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As for the second part of the proposition,supposethat AssumptionM holds. Fix any 8 e [0,1)
and choose

E

> 0 such that, for any c (=0,

e < -3-ml
1- 8

-

E),

maxula,i2a)

aleA1

j

By AssumptionM, ml > maxa1e A, ul(al,&2(ad)),hence such e exist.
Once again,considerany pure strategys, E S1 and any S2 E S2(sl). Temporarilyfix 1 > 0 and an
integer 1> 0. Supposethat player 1 learns to predictthe continuationpath of play. Then, for any
continuationgamebeginningat time t + 1,t > t(i1, 1), player1 assignssome probability(1 - 1')> (1
- q) to the actual I-periodcontinuationhistorybeginningat date t + 1. In that finite continuation
history,player 1 receives at most maxal e A, u,(a,, d2(al)) per period.On the other hand, player 1
believes that there is a probabilityiq' that the continuationhistorymightbe somethingelse. In an
alternatei-periodcontinuationhistory,player 1 could receive at most UlIper period.Finally,from
date t + I + 1 onwards,player1 could receive at most uI per period.Thus beginningat date t + 1,
player 1 expects to earn at most

-8 (1 - q') maA ul(al2(al))

.

_,

+ 'u71] +

In contrast,any best responsemust expect to earn at least ml, on average,followingany history
given positiveprobabilityby /u(1, s2). Thus, under a true best response,player1 expectsto earn at
least
ml
1 -8
Thus E optimization requires

1-

8~~~~~~~~
[(1-1

1-8 L

max ul(al, d2(al)) + q'l1

1

~~~81

Ml1
-

~a1eAl

or
e2 (1- 71-8[ml

- max u1(al,a2(a1))1

8

+

(1

8)

-

]

By the constructionof -, there is an (7,ql) such that this inequalitycannot hold for any s E [0, -).
Q.E.D.
Thisestablishesthe secondpartof the proposition.
PROOF OF PROPOSMON
2: Considerany neutralmap I: A xA -* Xx I such that '(A1,A) =
X1 X X2. Considerany pure strategys1 E X1= tI'(AI, A2). Let S2 E S2 be definedby
s2(h) = d2(s1(h))

for everyhistoryh. I will arguethat S2 E 12. I begin with the followingobservation.
E!'2(A, A).
CLAIM:
ConsideranyA EA. If crc '1(A,A), then orc
PROOF:Define C: A xA -A xA by {(a,a')=(a',a). By Property2(a) of neutrality(player
symmetry),'y (or)e YI2(A,A). By Property3(b) of neutrality(invarianceproperty(b)), yC(y (Or))E
Q.E.D.
I2(A,A). Finally,notethatyC(y (cr)) = ar.
For ease of notation,henceforthlet A1 = A, A2 = A'.
Considerfirst the special case in which A cA'. By Property4(a) of neutrality(consistency
property(a)), there is an s? Ec I1(A',A') such that s?(h)= s1(h) for all h eZA, A'). By the Claim,
s? E V2(A', A'). Choose g A' -+A' to be the identity and choose any function g2 : A' --A',
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possiblynot 1-1,such that g?(a) = d2(a)if a EA. By Property3(a) of neutrality(invarianceproperty
(a)), y?(so) E IP2(A',A'). By Property4(b) of neutrality(consistencyproperty(b)), there is a
strategy s' E IP2(A,A') such that s'(h) = yo(soXh) for all h E:AA,A'). One can verify that
s2 =S' E 112(A,A'). The argumentfor A DA' is similar.28
Suppose,on the other hand, that A ?A' but that #A < #A'. Then one can extend the above
argumentas follows.By an assumptionmade when A was defined,there exists a set A* EA with
#A* = #A and A* cA'. Let g1: A -*A* be anybijectionand let g2: A' -*A' be the identity.Then,
by Property2(b) of neutrality(action symmetry),y1(sl) E11-1(A*,A'). By Property4(a) and the
aboveClaim,there is an so E A!2(A',A') such that so(h)= y1(sIXh)for any h E-*(A*,A'). Choose
g?: A' -*A' to be the identityand choose any function g2 : A' A', possiblynot 1-1, such that
g9f(a)= d2(a) if a EA*. By Property3(a), y2(so) E IP2(A',A'). By Property4(b), there is a strategy
s' c A12(A*,
A') such that s'(h) = yo(soXh) for all h Ec-(A*, A'). One can verifythat s2 = Y2-1(S')
The argumentfor #A > #A' is similar.
Q.E.D.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION5: I beginby sketchinghow a Turingmachinecan be madeto randomize.
Recall that a Turingmachineoperatesby executinga sequenceof discretecomputationalsteps. In
each such step, a standard(i.e. deterministic)Turingmachinereadsone bit (consistingof either a 0
or a 1) out of memory,consultsits currentstate (a Turingmachinehas a finite numberof abstract
attributescalled states), and then, accordingto a preset deterministicrule that takes as input the
value of the bit read from memoryand the state, the machine may alter the bit in the current
memorylocation, it may change its state, and it may move to a differentmemorylocation.The
customaryway to handle randomizationis to add to the descriptionof a Turingmachinea finite
numberof specialstates correspondingto one or more coins, possiblybiased.If randomstate f is
entered, the machineleaves its memoryalone but switcheswith probabilitiesp(Q): (1 -p(Q)) to
one of two ordinarystates. For computabilityreasons, p(Q) is assumed to be rational. With
randomizingTuring machines,there is a subtlety regardingwhether the Turing implementable
strategyplays an action for certain after any historyor just with probability1. For the sake of
generality,I will allowfor the latter.Since the numberof randomstates is finite and since the p( )
are rational,each randomizingTuringmachinehas a finite descriptionand so the set of strategies
implementedby such machinesis countable.
Extendthe domainof fl2 to includemixturesover actionsby player1: for any a,1E (AI),

d2(a1) = argmax max ul(al, a2) - Ea1ul(al,a2)l
a2 EA 2

a1 eA 1

where Ealul(al, a2) is player l's expectedpayoff from the profile(a,, a2).29 Similarly,extend the
domainof wl, introducedin the proof of Proposition1, so that, for any a,1E (AI),
w1(a1) = max u1(al, d2(a1)) a, EA1

Ea1 ul(a1, d2(a1)).

wl(a1) 2 0. Moreover,wl(a1) = 0 iff a1 is dominant(weaklyor strictly).Since, by assumption,no
action (pure or mixed) is weakly dominant,wl(a1)> 0 for all a1. A(A1) is compact and it is
straightforward
to show that w, is continuous.Therefore,
w1i=

min

w1(al) > 0.

a1EA (A1)

Finally,let Ft and ul be defined as in Proposition1. Again, since no action is weaklydominant,
R1 >_1.
28 Briefly,if A DA' then, by Property4(a) and the Claim,there is an so E IP2(A,A) such that
so(h)= sl(h) for all h E:AA, A'). The argumentthen proceedslargelyas before.The one potential
obstacleis the applicationof Property4(b),whichrequires,for h c(-A, A'), that y ?(soXh)EA' cA.
This conditionis satisfiedsince, by definition,d2 takesvalues in A'.
29As before, if the right-handside of the definingexpressionfor d2(al) is not single-valued,
arbitrarilypick one of the values to be d2(al).
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Choose 8 sufficientlysmall that, under uniform E optimization,player 1 acts to maximizehis
currentperiodpayoff(i.e. he is effectivelymyopic).In particular,it will turn out that the argument
below goes through for -> 0 and 8 E (0,1] such that, for any E E [0, -) and any 8 E [0, 8),
E< w

1~[Ui
l8[

- _

Note that such - and 8 do exist.
Choose any al E X[ and temporarilyfix a rationalnumberv > 0. I claim that there is a pure
strategyS2 EeST with the propertythat, for any historyh,
(1)

ul(al, s"(h)) - EOl(h)ul(al s2(h))) - w1(o1(h)) < v.

(max

The claimwouldbe trivialif one could set s '(h) = a2(o1(h)).I will discussthe reasonfor not doing
so when I show that there is indeed such an s5 E XT
Temporarily fix

E E [0, -),

8 E [0, 8), and q E (0,1). Let al E NT and S, E S2T be as above. Since

playerl's beliefs give weightto all of X2, whichis countable,player1 learnsto predictthe path of
almostany path of play z, for any continuation
playgeneratedby (a,, s'). In particular,for
game beginning at time t + 1, t > t(,q,1,z) (that is 1= 1), player 1 assigns some probability
(1 - 71')> (1 - 71) to the actual action chosen by player 2 at date t + 1, namely s?(h), where

h = ir(z, t), the t-periodinitial segmentof z. Discountingpayoffsto date t + 1, player l's expected
payoffin the continuationgame is then at most
(1-

'q')E,rl(h)ul(al,s i(h)) + i1'91 + 1-

If player1 were insteadto choose an action in period t + 1 to maximizeu1(a,,s '(h)), his expected
payoffwouldbe at least
+ q'u1+

max u1(a1,s(h))

(1-71')

u.

Thus uniformE optimizationrequires
E+ (1

-

q')E0,1(h)ul(al,sj(h)) + q'U1 + 1 _

2 (1 - 71') max ul(a1, s2(h)) + 'q'U1+ 1
a,1 eA

1

or
E+

W(u1-_1)

2 (1-n

)w1 (1

n

)v

1 _)8^ (u1

where I have used inequality(1) and the fact that wl(a1) 2 wl. By the constructionof - and 8,
there exist v and q sufficientlysmall such that this inequalitycannot hold for any E E [0, -) and
8 E [0, a).

It remains only to show that there is indeed a Turing implementablestrategys2' satisfying
inequality(1). To avoid boggingdown the paper in computabilitydetails, I will only sketch the
Turingmachineconstruction.Suppose,then, that a, is implementedby a TuringmachineM. Let
Turing
v > 0 be as given above.From M, one can show that one can constructa new deterministic
machineMVthat does the following.On inputof a historyh, MVsimulatesthe actionof M on h.
Everytime M randomizes,the flow of its programbranchesin two. MV proceedsby simulatingM
along each branchuntil M eitherhalts,givingthe actionchosenby the strategyimplementedby M,
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or M reachesanotherrandomstate. Proceedingin this way, MV can calculatean approximation,
say
al, to the true mixtureover actions,say a, = oj(h). Set
s2Mh= d2 (al').

By the continuityof expectation,and the definitionof wl, inequality(1) will hold provideda' is
sufficientlyclose to a1. Since M has only a finite numberof randomstates, the accuracyof the
estimate a' improvesgeometricallywith the depth of the simulation(numberof times random
states are hit). Moreover,since one can programknowledgeof the p(f ) into MV,MV will be able to
calculatewhethera depthhas been reachedsufficientto ensurethat its estimate a' is close enough
to a that inequality(1) holds.Therefore,MV calculatess?(h) in finite time.
There are two reasonsto have MV approximatea, ratherthan to calculateit exactly.First,if M
chooses an action only with probability1, rather than for certain, then MV may be unable to
calculate a1 exactly.In particular,if MV attemptsto calculate a, by the above algorithm,it may
never arriveat an answer,and so it mayfail to choose an action.Second,even if M alwayschooses
an action,takingan approximation
ratherthancomputinga1 exactlyis desirablebecauseit reduces
the complexityof MV. In particular,by takingan approximation,
the numberof computationalsteps
requiredby MV can be held to a multipleof the numberexpectedfor M, and may even be smaller
thanthe worstcase for M.
Q.E.D.
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